Work Group Descriptions
Potential Member Assignment
1. PSTN Transition Issues Work Group
The PSTN Transition Issues Work Group will focus on identifying and evaluating
issues that arise out of the shift in voice service usage patterns. As consumers and
businesses use different networks and infrastructures to meet needs traditionally served
by the PSTN, a variety of challenges emerge. Particular services provided by the PSTN
may not transition well to successor networks, and certain users may not be in a position
to transition easily. At the same time, transition might otherwise yield great benefits.
Methods and practices, including interconnection, numbering, and database standards,
may need to evolve for successor networks to retain crucial aspects of the functionality of
the current circuit-switched network. The work group will make recommendations to the
Commission to help address the transition from the circuit-switched to successor, packetswitched networks.
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2. PSTN Successor Infrastructure Work Group
The PSTN Successor Infrastructure Work Group will focus on identifying key
elements essential to an IP-based real-time communications infrastructure. As consumers
and businesses turn to other networks to replace functionality previously provided by the
current voice network, questions arise as to how those networks can replicate the best
characteristics of the circuit-switched network while taking advantage of their advanced
technological underpinnings. Successor networks face new quality-of-service and
robustness challenges. They may depend upon new databases and take advantage of new
interconnection standards. The work group will look past the challenges of transitioning
from the legacy circuit-switched network, and focus on the technical characteristics and
user experience of successor networks. The work group will make recommendations to
the Commission to identify challenges to the effective performance of successor
networks.
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3. Receivers and Spectrum Work Group
The Receivers and Spectrum Work Group will tackle the issue of the role of
receivers in ensuring efficient use of the spectrum and how to avoid potential obstacles to
making spectrum available for new services. Efficient use of the spectrum is a function
of both transmitters and receivers. Transmitters can be a source of interference by
emitted unwanted energy into spectrum used by other services. Receivers may prevent
the use of bands if they pick up signals outside the spectrum bands they are authorized to
use. While the Commission has focused primarily on transmitters, the need to address
issues relative to receivers is becoming increasingly important. Various approaches have
been suggested ranging from development of receiver standards to policies that define the
expected interference environment and hold parties accountable if they choose not to
design for that environment. This work group is tasked to study this issue and develop
options and recommendations for dealing with it.
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4. Multi-band Devices Work Group
The Multi-band Devices Work Group will study the challenges in developing
equipment that is capable of operating over numerous frequency bands. For example,
there are now more than forty band classes that have been identified internationally for
commercial wireless services and the number will inevitably continue to grow as more
spectrum is identified for use by these services. Equipment manufacturers can be faced
with difficult design trade-offs as to how many and which bands to include in any given
device. These decisions may take into account factors such as the effect on battery life,
filter technology and available “real estate” on the circuit board. This work group will
consider what the gaps are today between the need to operate across a diverse set of
frequency bands to meet the demand for wireless broadband services and the limitations
of available technology. The group is to define the scope of this problem and what, if
anything, the Commission can do to address it.
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5. Wireless Apps and Services Work Group (M2M)
The Wireless Apps and Services Work Group will continue and build upon the
good work of the previous TAC’s Sharing Work Group on reducing application friction
points. That group had a number of recommendations: Sponsor a mobile application
developer conference; encourage formation of community of interest groups that can
drive standardization (existing/new); encourage carriers to establish common
practices/set of network interfaces; commission a user-friendly led analysis of key
building blocks; and conduct a focused “friction point” analysis of key vertical industries
such as critical infrastructure/utilities, public safety, and health care. The area of wireless
apps and M2M services and devices has been a remarkable success thus far. The task of
this work group will be to carry out the recommendations from the prior TAC and
explore and make recommendations on related issues such as the impact of the growth of
these services on networks and the demand for more spectrum.
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6. Wireless Security and Privacy Work Group
The Wireless Security and Privacy Work Group will examine the security
vulnerabilities of the air interfaces used by commercial wireless networks, how they are
being addressed and what role, if any, the Commission should play on this issue. As our
nation relies increasingly on commercial wireless networks for safety of life and property
and applications that are vital to our national economy, we must ensure that they are not
open to attack. The work group will help inform the Commission as to what
vulnerabilities may exist with regard to the air interfaces, including but not limited to
issues such as jamming (denial of service to others), theft of service and privacy
violations (snooping). The group could in coordination with the TAC expand to
vulnerabilities beyond the air interface or commercial wireless networks if it believes this
is appropriate. The work group will report on its findings and make any
recommendations to the Commission it believes are appropriate.
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